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The theory of formal groups over a field of characteristic p > 0 was 
investigated by Dieudonne in his consecutive papers. Dieudonne showed that 
the theory of commutative formal groups over a perfect field of characteristic 
p > 0 is equivalent to that of finitely generated modules over a certain non- 
commutative ring, which are called Dieudonne modules, and gave a 
classification of isogeny classes of commutative formal groups over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 [ 1, 21. 
Later Honda [3] studied commutative formal groups over a p-adic integer 
ring and constructed explicitly a certain general family of those. Honda also 
established a classification of strong isomorphism classes of one-dimensional 
commutative formal groups over. an unramified p-adic integer ring. Namely, 
if o is such a ring whose maximal ideal contains a rational prime p, the 
strong isomorphism classes of one-dimensional commutative formal groups 
over D correspond bijectively to the polynomials of the form p + C:= I a, T” 
where a, ,..., ahel E p and ah E o - p. Further, Honda gave a condition for 
such polynomials to correspond to isomorphic commutative formal groups 
over 0 [3, Prop. 3.51. 
However, the problem of classifying commutative formal groups of 
arbitrary dimension over a p-adic integer ring still remains unsolved. In this 
paper, we shall treat an extension of Honda’s classification to a particular 
class of commutative formal groups of dimension n 2 2 over an unramified 
p-adic integer ring. 
In what follows, a formal group always means a commutative formal 
group. Zp denotes the ring of rational p-adic integers. The author 
acknowledges that the result of this paper was obtained in the discussion 
with the late Professor Honda. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Honda [3] constructed explicitely a certain family of formal groups of 
arbitrary dimension over a p-adic integer ring. Over an unramified p-adic 
integer ring Honda’s construction exhausts all the formal groups. We first 
repeat it briefly here. 
For a ring R, R” and M,,,(R) denote the modules of all the column 
vectors of dimension n over R, and of all the matrices of type (m, n) over R, 
respectively. We write M,(R) simply for M,,,(R). For a = ‘(~1, ,..., a,) E R 
we write u* for ‘(a; ,..., a*,). 
If R is a commutative ring with identity, R[xi = R[xl ,,.., x,J denotes the 
formal power series ring on x, ,..., x, and besides Rixjj,, denotes its subring 
consisting of all the series without constant terms. We write x for 
‘(x 1 ,***, x,,) E R~x~~. v, E R[xl: is said to be invertible if there exists 
v/ E R [xl: such that ~1 ow = w o cp = i, where i(x) = x; this v is denoted by 
Now, let R be a commutative ring with identity. If F and G are formal 
groups over R, we denote by Hom,(F, G) the module of all the 
homomorphisms of F to G over R, and by End,(F) (=Hom,(F, F)) the ring 
of all the endomorphisms of F over R. When F and G are of the same 
dimension, if ~1 E Hom,(F, G) is invertible, then pp-’ E Hom,(G, F) and p is 
called an isomorphism of F to G. And, moreover, such o is called a strong 
isomorphism if p(x) = x (mod deg 2). Thus F is said to be isomorphic or 
strongly isomorphic to G if there exists an isomorphism or a strong 
isomorphism of F to G, respectively. 
Let o be a p-adic integer ring, K its quotient field and k its residue class 
field. Let p be a rational prime contained in p. For the sake of simplilicaion 
we suppose that o is unramified; i.e., p = (p). And let cr be the Frobenius 
automorphism of K, which gives canonically an automorphism of K[x]. 
K,[Tl denotes the non-commutative formal power series ring of one 
veriable with multiplication given by Ta = a”T for a E K, and oo[T] denotes 
its subring consisting of all the series having the coefficients in D. We write 
‘u =M, .(o,UTL %,,=~,,,W,UTll)7 a,= au,,, and d, =b,,,. Any 
el:nYent u of B m,n is written in the form u = C,“=O C, 7” with C,, E M,,,(K), 
and moreover C, E M,,,(o) if u is in ‘u,,,. For any f E K[x]lg and any 
U=C~!O=,C”PEE”, an element u *f of KUxI;l is defined as follows: 
(u *f)(x) = 5 C”f”“(X”“). 
,I=0 
Now, an element u of 2l,, is called to be special in [3] if 
u rpl,, (mod deg I), Z, being the unit matrix. Let u be such an element of 
‘?I,,. Then f E K[x]l;l is said to be of type u if j(x) =x (mod deg 2) and 
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(U * f)(x) E 0 (modp). It can be proved that f E K[x]i is of type U, if and 
only if f = ((pu-‘) * i) 0 (p with rp E o[xli such that p(x) = x (mod deg 2) 
[3, Prop. 2.51. And for two elements u and u of ?I,, u is said to be left 
associated with u if tu = u with a unit t in U,. 
Let y, ,..., y, be another system of variables; we also write y for 
‘(Y 1 ,..., y,). Then the following two propositions are shown in Sections 2 and 
3 of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1. If FE o[x, yi; is a formal group ouer 0, F(x, y) = 
f -‘(f (x) + f (y)) with f E K[xiz w IC h’ h is of type u for some u E ?I, such 
that u E PI, (mod deg 1). Conversely, for such f E K[x]:, F(x, y) = 
f - ‘(f (x) + f(y)) is a formal group over 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. We take two elements u E ‘u,, and v E U,,, such that 
u ~pl, (mod deg 1) and u -pZm (mod deg 1). Let f E K[x]lt and g E K[x]I: 
be of type u and of type v, respectively. Put F(x, y) = f -‘(f (x) + f(y)) and 
G(x, y) = g-‘(g(x) + g(y)). Then v, E o!xjJt is a homomorphism of F to G 
ouer o, tfand only ifthere exists C E M,,,(o) such that (p = g-’ 0 (Cf). And, 
for C E M,,Jo), g-l 0 (Cf) is in o[x]y, if and only tf tu = vC with 
t E %ll,n. Further, F is strongly isomorphic to G, if and only if u is left 
associated with v. 
For any rp E o[xn”, we denote by o* the series obtained by reducing the 
coefficients of a, to k. If F is a formal group over o, F* is a formal group 
over k. Conversely, we get any formal group over k from a formal group 
over o in this way [3, Th. 71. 
The following proposition is shown in Section 4 of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Notations being as in Proposition 2, cp* E k[x]r 
is a homomorphism of F* to G* over k, tf and only if (P* = rp*, 
where cpw = g-’ 0 (w * f)E o[xjjr with w E aI,,,. And, for w E a,,,, 
‘p,,,= g-’ o (w * f) is in o[x]f, rfand only tftu =vw with t E VI,,,,. In this 
case, qz = 0 tf and only tf w E ‘u,,, u, or equivalently t E VU,,,. Moreover, 
tf h E K[xlJf, is of type u’ for u’ E %, such that u’ zpl, (mod deg 1) and 
q,,,, = h-l o (w’ * g) E 01x/j; with w’ E 21,,m, then we have cp$o @ = cp$,. 
2. STATEMENT OF THEOREM 
In the one-dimensional case, any formal group over o is strongly 
isomorphic to f -‘(f(x) + f(y)) over o where f E Klxno is of type 
p+Ciz1a,7” with a, ,..., a,,-, E p and a,, E o - p, and then the strong 
isomorphism classes of them over o correspond bijectively to such 
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polynomials. Let now u =p + Ct=, a,T” and u =p + Ctl, b,T” be two 
such polynomials. Then the formal group obtained from u is isomorphic to 
the one obtained from v, if and only if h = h’ and there exists a unit c in o 
such that a, = c’--O”b”, v = I,..., h [ 3, Prop. 3.5 1. 
Now, any formal group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0 is isogenous to a direct product of one-dimensional formal groups, the 
additive groups of Witt vectors of length >2 and the formal groups G,,, for 




And put h = (pu-I) * i and H(x, y) = h-‘@(x) + h(y)). Then the formal 
group H*, which is defined over the prime field of characteristic p, is G,,,. 
From now on, we shall consider the classification of the strong 
isomorphism classes of formal groups F over o such that F* are strongly 
isomorphic to H* over k. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM. Suppose that n>2, m> 1, (n,m)= 1 and o=Z,,[o] where 
0 is a primitive (pmin - 1)st root of unity, and denote by S c o a complete 
system of representatives of k. Then the strong isomorophism classes of 
formal groups F over o such that F* are strongly isomorphic to H” over k 
correspond bijectively to elements of U, of the form u(Z, -I- CrJi D, T”) 
where D, = (dj,!‘) E M,(o) satisfy the following conditions: 
(I) For v = 1, 
n-j 
d’,:’ = d’,:’ = 0; dij’ = c ajnp’ with aj, E S, j = 3 ,..., n. 
A=0 
(II) For v = 2,..., m + 1, 
d!!” = 0 
1J 
if i=j=l or j=2,...,n. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Suppose that n 2 2, m > 1, (n, m) = 1 and D contains a primitive 
(P mtn - 1) st root w of unity. Put &-’ 
- . 0 
w= 
i . 1, 0 co0 E M"(O)9 w 
and let Z,,[ W] denote the subring of M,(o) generated by W over Zp. Then 
any element of Zp[ W] is of the form 
a 
with a E Z,[o]. 
And Zp[ W], [IT1 denotes the subring of U, consisting of all the series 
CFzO D,T” with D, E Z,[ W]. 
Obviously Wu = u W and Tu = UT. Then, for any w E Z,[ W], [Tj [w]* = 
(h-’ o (w * h))* is in End,(H*) by Proposition 3. End,(H*) is generated by 
[WI* and [T]* over Zp with relations [T]* 0 [WI* = [IV]* 0 [T]* and 
[Tn+“]* = [p”]* [3, Sect. 5.21. 
The following lemma can easily be obtained: 
LEMMA 1. For an element w of 3, the following two conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) There exists t E 2l, such that tu = uw. 
(2) There exist w0 E Z,[ W], [T] and w, E ‘?I,, such that w = w, + w,u 
anddeg w,<m+n-1. 
In this case we have t = w0 + uw,. 
Proof. If tu = uw for t E 211,, then (h-l 0 (w * h))* is in End,@*) by 
Proposition 3. Hence it follows from the above that there exists 
wll E -%v% ITI such that deg w,<m+n-1 and (h-‘o(w*h))*= 
(h-l 0 (w, * h))*. Since (h-l o ((w - wo) * h))* = 0, we have w - w0 = w1 u 
for some w, E ‘11, by Proposition 3. Thus, we have w = w,, + w, u. 
Conversely, if w is of this form, (wO + uwI) u = u(w,, + w, u) = uw, because 
w,u = uw,. 
We now have the following: 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let v be an element of ‘u,, such that V-PI,, 
(mod deg l), and f E K[x]l; of type v. And put F(x, y) = f -‘(f (x) + f(y)). 
Then: 
(1) F* is isomorphic to H* over k, if and only if v is left associated 
with A-‘uwA where A is an invertible matrix in M,(o) and w is an element 
of 911, such that w = I,, (mod deg 1). 
(2) Furthermore F* is strongly isomorphic to H* over k, ifand only if 
A = I,, (mod p) in addition to the above. 
Proof. (1) If F* is isomorphic to H *, it follows from Proposition 3 that 
there exists w’ E ‘u, such that (hh’ o (w’ * f))* is an isomorphism of F* to 
H*, and there exists t’ E ‘u,, such that t’v = uw’. Let A EM,,(o) be the 
constant term of w’ and hence of t’. A is invertible in M,(o), because 
h-’ o (w’ * f) EE Ax (mod deg 2) and (hh’ o (w’ * f))* is invertible. It 
follows that w’ and t’ are units in ‘u,, . Put t = t’ - ‘A and w = w’A -I. Then we 
have v = tA-‘uwA and w z I,, (mod deg 1). Since t is a unit in VI,, v is left 
associated with A-‘uwA. Conversely, if v is left associated with A-‘uwA, 
there exists a unit t in ‘u, such that v = tA-‘uwA. Since At-Iv = uwA and 
VA-‘w-’ = tA-‘u, (h-’ 0 (WA * f))* is an isomorphism of F* to H* by 
Proposition 3. 
(2) We have h - ’ o (w’ * f) = Ax (mod deg 2). Hence 
(h-’ 0 (WA * f ))* is a strong isomorphism, if and only if A = I,, (mod p). 
From now on, we suppose o = Z,[o] and let S c o denote a complete 
system of representatives of k. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A be a matrix in M,(o) such that A z I, (modp). 
Put w’ = I,, + CF=, 0: T” E ‘u, and v = A-‘uw’A. Then there exist uniquely 
to = c;y A, 7” E Z,[ WI,, [T] and t, = C,“=O B,,T E ‘I[, such that 
(to + ut,)iv = u I, + mi’ D, T’) 
u=l 
where D, EM,(o) satisfy the conditions (I) and (II) in our Theorem. 
Proof: Put t = t, + t, u = CrEO E, T”. So, we have 
E, =A, tp&,, 
E,=A.-B,-,G +pB,, 
E m+u =Am+u-B,-,+.C, -B.-,C,+, +pB,+., 
E ??t+Pl+v = -B m+n--l+oC, -B,-,+.Cm+, +pB,+.+., 
v = l,..., m, 
v = l,..., n - 1, 
v = 0, I).... 
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Then (t, + ut,)Av = (to + it,) uw’A = utw’A. Put also 
w=tw’~= (~o~v~)~n+ -@:r)a=l,t g, D,‘;T”. 
In order to prove the proposition it is sufficient to show that we can choose 
An’s and B”‘s uniquely so that D, ,..., Dm,, satisfy the conditions (I) and (II) 
and Dm42 = Dmt3 = S-e = 0. Since A = I,, (modp), we have A = I,, +PA’ 
with A’ E: M,(o). Let 
v-1 
0:’ = c E, D;“-“,(Z, +pA’““) +pE,A’““. 
u=o 
Then, the following equalities hold: 
(0) A, + PB, = (I,, +pA’)-‘, 
(VI D,=A,-B,-,C,+pB,+D:‘, v = l,..., m, 
(m + v> D mtu =A -Bm-I+vCI-Bv-ICm+1 mfv 
+PBm+v +Di+uv v = l,..., n - 1, 
Cm + n + v> Dm+n+v=-Bm+n-l+vCl -Bn-l+vCm+l 
+pB m+n+u + DG+n+vT v = 0, l,..., 
We here note that for any k > 1, 0:’ mod pk is determined uniquely by E, 
mod pk, ,u = l,..., v - 1, and E, modik-‘. Let 
A,= (‘;I[-*’ a(v~” ;:,) and B,= 
Therefore, 
/ 0 bi”,’ ff. b;;L,\ 
and B,Cm+,= 
Now, we put k’ = min {k, n - 2) for any k > 0. In what follows, we shall 
show by induction on k that for any k > 1 
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A,modp k”, B, modpk, 
AUmodpk, B,-,C, -pB, modpk, v = l,..., m + 1, 
A m+l+u modpk-‘, B,,,C, -PB,,,+,+~ modpk-“, B, modpk-“, (*I 
v = l,..., k’, 
B n-l +; modp k+2-n if k > k’ = n - 2, v = 0, l,..., 
can be uniquely chosen so that D, ,..., D,, , satisfy (I) and (II) modulo pk 
and 
D m+,tu = 0 (modpk-“), v = l,..., k’, 
D =D mtn - m+n+1=.** E 0 (modpkf 3-n). 
We break down the necessary facts into a sequence of lemmas, the proofs of 
which are not difficult but may be complicated, and will be given in the next 
section. 
LEMMA 2. For any k > 1, 
A, modpktl and B, mod pk 
are uniquely determined by (0), provided b$y’ mod pk is given. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that for k > 0 
A, mod pk, B,_, Cl -pB, mod pk, v = l,..., m + 1, 
are already given and D, ,..., D,, , satisfy (I) and (II) modulo pk. If 
furthermore 
B, mod pk; b$’ mod pk ,..., br) mod pk, v = 2,..., m + 1, 
are given and dii’-,,+, ,..., di:) satisfy (I) modulo pkf ‘, then 
A, mod pk+‘, B,,-,C, -pB, modpk+‘, v = l,..., m + 1, 
can be uniquely chosen so that D, ,..., D,, , satisfy (I) and (II) modulo pkt ‘. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that for k > 1 
El modpk; B,-,C,-pB,, modpkt2-“, v = 2,..., k’, 
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are already given and D, satisfy (I) module pk. Then 
b\“,’ modpk”-“, v = I,..., k’, 
can be uniquely chosen so that djl,)_kf+, ..., d:‘,’ satisfy (I) modulo pk’ ‘. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that for k > 1 
E” mod pk, v = l,..., m + 1, 
A ,,,+,+” modpk-“, B,+,C, -pBm+ ,+L, mod pk-“, B, mod pk-“, 
v = l,..., k’, 
are already given and D,, i+” E 0 (mod pk-“), v = l,..., k’. If furthermore 
B”C, -pB”+ ,mod pk+‘-“, v = l,..., k’ - 1, 
B,,C, mod ~~‘l-~‘, B,+,-,mod pk+‘-“, 
b\“,’ modpk+‘-“, v = l,..., k’, 
are given, then 
A m+,+” modpk+‘-“, B,+“C, -pB,+,+“modpkt’-“, B” modpkf’-“, 
v = l,..., k’, 
can be uniquely chosen so that D,, 1 +” = 0 (mod pk+ ‘-“). 
LEMMA 6. Zffor k> 1 
E” mod pk, v = l,..., m+n-1, 
are given, then 
B n-l+” Cm+, modpk, v = O,..., m - 1, 
B n-l+umod~kT v = m, m + l,..., 
can be uniquely chosen so that D,,,, n = D,,,, ,S . . . E 0 (modpk). 
We continue to show by induction on k that the matrices of (*) are 
uniquely determined so that the D”‘s satisfy their respective conditions. If 
k=l, since D,=A,-B,C,+D’,(modp) from (1) and so bit’modp is 
unique, what we want to show is immediate from Lemmas 2 and 3. Then, 
assuming that our assertion has been proved for k, we shall show that it is 
also true for k + 1. First, we confirm the conditions in Lemma 5. From 
Lemma 4 bi”,’ modpkt’-“, v = l,..., k’, are unique. The uniqueness of 
B,,C, -pB,,+, modpk+‘-k’ and Bk,+l modpkPk’, which is ensured by the 
481/72/Z-10 
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assumption, yields that of B,,C, modpk+l-k’, and the other conditions are 
clear. Hence, from Lemma 5 
A m+,+umodpktl-v, B,+,C, -pB,+,+vmodpkfl-“, B,modpk+‘-“, 
v = I,..., k’, 
can be uniquely chosen so that Dmtn+ u s 0 (modpk+ I-“). Next, we must see 
that the conditions in Lemma 3 are satisfied; the conditions other than the 
uniqueness of bl”,’ modpk ,..., b’,“,’ modpk, v = l,..., m + 1, are clear from the 
assumption and the above. For any 2 < v < m + 1, B,,Cf’ modpk and so, 
in particular, b\“,’ mod pk ,..., b’,“,’ modpk are uniquely determined by 
B “+,,Cr -PB”+~+, modpk-“, p=O ,..., k’- 1, and besides by B,,+k8 
modpkWk’ if k > k’ = n - 2, which are already given. Hence, from Lemma 3 
AUmodpktl, B,-,C, -pB,modpkfl, v = l,..., m + 1, 
can be uniquely chosen so that the D,‘s satisfy (I) and (II) modulo pkt ‘. 
And, the uniqueness of B,, C, - pB, + , modpk ’ I-‘, v = 0 ,..., k’, and besides 
of Bk,C, modpk+l-k’ if k > k’ = n - 2, implies that of b’$ modpk+‘. It then 
follows from Lemma 2 that 
A,, modpkt2 and B, modpk+’ 
are also uniquely determined. Finally, if k > k’ = n - 2, from Lemma 6 
B n-1tu C,,, modpkf3-‘, v = O,..., m - 1, 
B n-,+v modpkt3-‘, v = m, m + l,..., 
can be uniquely chosen so that D,, n E D, + “+ i E . . . = 0 (mod p”). Then, 
only 
B +,+” modpkt3-“, v = O,..., m - 1, 
remain indeterminate. But they are also unique, because the assumption and 
what we have shown above contain the uniqueness of B,, v modpkt 2--n, 
B n--l+uC, -pB,+umodpkt3-” and Bn-l+vCm+l modpkf3-n. Thus we 
have proved the proposition completely. 
The following is immediately obtained from Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let u = u(Z, + Czz; DOT”) E ‘u, and u’ = u(Z, + 
cr:j DLT”) E ‘u,, where D,, 0; E M,(o) satisfy the conditions (I) and (II) 
in the Theorem. Then v is left associated with v’, f and only if v = v’. 
Proof: If u is left associated with u’, there exists a unit t in ‘u,, such that 
v = tv’; i.e., u(Z, + CrJ:=‘l’ D, TV) = tu(Z, + 2::; 0:. 7’“). From Lemma 1, t 
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has the form t, + ut, with t, E Zp[ IV], [T] of degree (m + n - 1 and 
t, E 3,. So I, + CrJ:=‘,’ D, 7” = (to t t, u)(Z, t CFT; 0; 7”). Then the 
assertion follows from Proposition 5. 
The Theorem can now be proved as follows. 
Proof of Theorem. Let v E ‘u,, such that v = I,, (mod deg 1) and 
f E K[x~~ of type v. And put F(x, y) = f-‘(f(x) + f(v)). It follows from 
?ropositions 4 and 5 that F* is strongly isomorphic to H* over k if and only 
if v is left associated with ~(1, + CFJi’ D, 7”), where D, E M,(o) satisfy (I) 
and (II). Hence the theorem follows from Propositions 2 and 6. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMAS 
In this final section the lemmas in the proof of Proposition 5 are proved. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Immediate, since a’“‘““-i tpbjp’, i = l,..., n, and 
b@‘, i #j, are given by (0). 
Proof of Lemma 3. Letting 6, = . . . = 6, = 0 and 6,, i = 1, we have for 
any l<v<m+l from(v) 
D,=A,,-B,-, C, tpB”-6,BoC,+,+D:’ 
- &,B,C,+, t 0:‘. 
First, since B, mod pk and Dl” mod pk+’ are given by the supposition, we 
can choose a”’ modpk+’ and 6::’ modpkt ‘, hence, from the form of A, and 
Lemma 2, 
A, modpkt’ and B, modpk” 
uniquely so that d:\’ s dii’ E 0 (modpkt ‘). In this case evidently D, satisfies 
(I) modulo p kf’ Next, we consider the case 2 < v < m t 1. bly),..., b’,“,’ are . 
given modulo pk. Both Dz” and B, are now unique modulo pkf ‘. Then we 
see successively that 
Aumodpk+l, B,-,C, -pB, modpk+‘, v = 2,..., m t 1, 
can be uniquely chosen so that ~$7’ = 0 (modpk+‘) for i =j = 1 or j > 2. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We consider again the matrix relation for v = 1 in 
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the beginning of the above proof. Dy modpk+ ’ is given and b\O,’ k,,..., b(,O,’ , 
are unique from (0) because n - k’ > 2. Then we can choose 
b’ ’ 1 ,,, kS + , modpk ,..., b\l,’ modpk 
uniquely so that di,” = xi:‘, aj.lpA (mod pkf’) with ajA E S, 
j = n - k’ + l,..., n. On the other hand, B, C, -pB, and so in particular 
6”’ ,n-kS+, -pb’,fl-,.+, ,..., b\y-, -pb’,f( are given modulo pk by the 
supposition. These imply the uniqueness of 
b’2’ ,n-kS, z modpk ’ ,..., b\2,’ modpk ‘. 
Applying the same argument to B,C, -pB,,..., B,. ,C, -pB,,. we see the 
uniqueness of 
b”’ ,” k,+,3modpk.Z1 . . .. b~~‘modpk-‘. 
b’k ’ ,n...“‘modpk+2 k’,b:~‘-“modpk*2-k, 
b;k,"modpk+ I-k’. 
Thus we have obtained bi”,’ modpkt ‘-I’, v = l,..., k’. 
Proof of Lemma 5. For each 1 < u < k’, we have from (m + v + I) 
D mtr+l =A mtvtl -B,+,. C, -B,.C,+, +PB,+,., , + 4+,.+, 
Here, bl: modpk ’ ” is given. And 0; + ,. , , modpkt ’ -” is also given. 
because E, mod pk’ ‘-I’, p = l,..., m t V, and E,, ‘,+ , mod pk ” are given by 
the supposition. Then, if we know the uniqueness of the first column 
of B m.v+l mdpk-” and B,.C, modpkt ‘-I’, the result follows. We first 
consider the case v = k’, in which, since B, * k + , modp’ if k = k’ or 
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B m+n-, modpk+‘-” if k > k’ = n - 2, and BkrC, modpkf’-k’ are already 
given, we can choose 
A mtk’+lT B mtk'Cl -PB,tk,p,, B,, 
uniquely modulo P~+‘-~’ so that Dm+kc+l = 0 (modpki-‘-k’). In this 
case, we can obtain the first column of Bm+kc modpk+l-k’ from 
B ,,,fk’C, -PB,,,,,, modpktl-k’, for, when k>k’=n-2, B,+,-, 
modpki2-” is unique. On the other hand, Bk,-,C, modpkf2-k’ is 
determined by B,,-,C, -pB,, modpk+2-k’ and Bk,modpkt’-k’, which are 
given in the condition of the lemma and in the above. Thus, the result for 
v = k’ - 1 follows. Repeating the same argument, we have the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 6. It follows easily from (m + n), (m + n + l),... that we 
can choose 
B m+n-l+uCl modpkT B,-l+,C,+l modpk3 v = 0, l,..., 
and hence 
B n-lfv modpk3 v = m, m + l,..., 
uniquely so that D, + n + v = 0 (mod pk). 
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